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What others say about this book
“This is a book for all those people who love sport.
There is a heart warming ending and a true sporting story. These are stories that bring people
together, that we can all understand and want to be
apart of even if it is just watching from the sidelines
or re-living as we turn the pages in this book and
try to save one story for tomorrow so that we can
feel good knowing that sporting heroes are not just
the winners but all those that take part and shine
through with true sportsmanship.”
International athletics champion, Sonia O’Sullivan

"Read this book. It lifts the spirit - not just for
sports people but anyone who needs a boost.
This is a cracking book. Essential reading - for all.
Short 2 minute stories that give you a jolt and a lift.
Great short stories of magical sporting moments.
Great Sportsmanship is within us all. This book
taps into our potential. I love it."
Champion jockey, Richard Dunwoody

“I would strongly encourage any person, in any
sport, at whatever level, in any country to read it
too. It is a gem. Inspirational and uplifting true
stories that are an absolute joy and pleasure to
read. Sport enriches peoples’ lives. This book
illustrates this superbly.”
Ireland & Lions rugby hero, Ollie Campbell

"Intense competitiveness that also touches our
sole is the essence of great sport. This is a wonderful book. Read on."
Ryder Cup golf hero, Paul McGinley
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A collection of true short stories of
sportsmanship across all sports,
describing amazing magical moments that
reveal real sporting heroes.
Real stories that change the way people
think about sport.
Stories of competitors stunning their
opponents with chivalry and
nobility, honour and integrity, whilst engaged
in the white heat of competition.
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This book is dedicated to the memory of

Dennis Ormond
1957 - 2005

PBC Cork, Rockwell College,
Cork Constitution RFC and Kinsale Yacht Club
A dicuss throwing, hammer throwing,
shot putting, swimming, sailing and
rugby playing guy. A husband, a father,
a good friend and a gas man.
Much missed by us all.
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Foreword
by Paul McGinley
As a participant or fan, great sport can transport
us from the humdrum of daily life to a place
where pretty much the outside world ceases to
exist….sometimes.
It goes even further and touches our very soul to
a point where the intense competitiveness stops
and kindness in human nature shines through
like a beacon before the intense competitiveness
resumes again and we are left to ponder the
significance of what we have just witnessed.
Intense competitiveness that also touches our
soul is the essence of great sport.
This is a wonderful book. Read on.
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Preface
Great Moments of Sportsmanship and
Kindness
Some say professional sport has lost it soul.
Others say that all sport has lost its soul.
Not true.
Here is a collection of stories that people
haven’t heard of,
or perhaps, have simply forgotten.
Stories that ordinary people can relate to……
Stories that happened in the heat of
the moment…..
True stories that
rekindle the real spirit of sport…..
Stories of great moments of
sportsmanship and
extraordinary sports people.
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1936
Blond German helps a black
American opponent during Hitler’s
Olympic Games
Jesse Owens sat despondently on the field
watching his Olympic dream slip away. He had
fouled his first two attempts at the long jump. He
had just one more attempt left and he felt he was
about to crash out of the 1936 Berlin Olympic
Games. His German opponent, the 19 year old
blond Carl Ludwig “Lutz” Long approached him
and explained how he could avoid another foul
by simply jumping from a point several inches
behind the line. Owens had regularly jumped
beyond the minimum 7.15 metres required to
advance to the next round and he could afford to
jump from a few inches short of the line.
Owens took the German’s advice and sailed into
the next round. In fact, Jesse Owens went on to
win the gold medal for the long jump with a
mighty leap of 9.06 metres. Although Long came
second, he was first over to congratulate Owens.
They were photographed together and they
walked arm in arm to the dressing room.
Hitler wanted to use the 1936 games to show the
world a ‘resurgent Nazi Germany depicting Aryan
racial superiority with inferior ethnic Africans’.
James Cleveland "Jesse" Owens actually went
on to win four gold medals at the Berlin 1936
Olympic Games: the 100 metres, the 200
31

(L to R) Naoto Tajima, Jesse Owens, Luz Long
Photograph PA Photos

metres, the 4 x 100 metre relay and the long
jump (or ‘broad jump’ as it was known then).
Hitler stormed out of the stadium.
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THE STORY CONTINUES

Pele & Bobby Moore embrace each other after their
classic World Cup encounter in 1970
Photograph Action Images
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1970
England’s Sir Bobby Moore
surrenders World Cup with valiant
honour
England were the world champions. Brazil were
the champions in waiting. Many felt that this
‘clash of the champions’ should have been the
1970 World Cup Final itself. The flowing match
lived up to all expectations. It was a breathtaking game. The stunning brilliance of the
Brazilians. The cool calm of the ultra talented
English side. Up high in the altitude and in
the searing afternoon heat (98 degrees) in the
wonderful Estadio Jalisco in Guadalajara.
England had previously won in 1966 world cup in
the most memorable World Cup Final of all time,
beating West Germany 4-2 in extra time in
Wembley with a hat trick from Geoff Hurst, one
goal of which is still disputed to this day. And now
England travelled to Mexico as holders. The
1970 team was even better. So too were the
Brazilians.
The 1970 group stage match was an intense
game of football played in the bright burning
heat. Brazil eventually won by the narrowest of
margins, 1-0 from a goal from the young
Brazilian striker Jairzinho. He became renowned
for both scoring in every game in the 1970 World
Cup Finals and for his unique celebration: after
every goal he scored, he always fell to the
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1974
South African Johannes Van Heeren
respects receiving a good punch –
the 1974 Lions ‘99’ call
The British and Irish Lions comprise the best
rugby players from Ireland, England, Scotland
and Wales. Every four years they go on tour.
During the 1974 Lions rugby tour of South Africa,
the squad developed the infamous ’99 call’ in
response to the violent nature of many of the
games in South Africa as a means of protecting
team members by a total unified response from
all the Lions players - to begin fighting.
When the Lions captain, Irishman, Willy John
MacBride, called ‘99’ in the Boet Erasmus
Stadium, all the Lions players on the pitch threw
punches. The full back, Welshman JPR Williams,
was some 50 yards down the pitch on his own.
So he had to run half the length of the pitch to
find someone to punch. By time he arrived, the
only man not being punched was the massive
second row Johannes Van Heerden. JPR duly
launched himself at Van Heerden, the biggest
man on the pitch. JPR was several inches
smaller and at least a stone lighter.

JPR hit Van Heerden and knocked him out. At
the after match dinner the players mingled. Van
Heerden sought out JPR Williams and asked him
if JPR was the guy who punched him? When
84

JPR admitted that indeed he was, Van Heerden
told him that ‘it was quite the finest punch I have
ever received.’ Honour amongst men.

The victorious 1974 Lions
Photograph Getty Images

“It was ‘the finest punch I have ever
received.’ ”

Note: Today throwing a punch is a red card offence.
In the 1970s it was not.
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1996
Englishman saves Frenchman and
loses his dream
Englishman Peter Goss had a dream. To win one
of the world's great yachting challenges - the
Vendée Globe non-stop, single- handed, roundthe-world race. He had begged and borrowed
and waited and finally got sponsors. He had a
uniquely designed, world-class boat. He finally
had a real chance to sail, and win, the 1996 race.
Although he was up against much bigger and
better funded yachts, he was going well in this
year-long race.
It was Christmas Day when he received a distress call from a French competitor. He sent what
could have been his last fax to his wife, telling
her that he was turning his boat around to search
for the Frenchman. He turned his 50-ft yacht, the
Aqua Quorum, back into a hurricane- force headwind to attempt to rescue his competitor, French
sailor Raphael Dinelli. Goss was risking his life
and simultaneously abandoning his chance of
winning the race. The Aqua Quorum was the first
British yacht to enter the Vendée. Only 6 of the
16 starters actually finished the race. Two sailors
had already lost their lives in 1996.
He battled 80mph winds and huge waves in the
notoriously hostile Southern Ocean to eventually
find the ‘near dead’ Dinellli, stiff and suffering
from hypothermia as he had been freezing in a
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life raft for two days and nights. Goss nursed him
with tea and physiotherapy and on New Year’s
Eve they toasted the future with a bottle of champagne that Dinelli had the foresight to bring.
Dinelli also asked Goss if he could use his fax
machine to propose to his girlfriend, who duly
accepted and Peter Goss was best man.

Frenchman Raphael Dinelli sits in the cockpit of his
yacht Algimouss on Nov. 2, 1996, on the eve of
the start of the Vendee Globe Challenge and the
soon to be near disaster
Photograph PA Photos

Dinelli and Goss became close friends and also
vowed to sail together. They subsequently did so
in the 1997 Transatlantic Jacques Vabre Race,
going on to win in their class.
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2007
Alan Johnston’s Palestinian
kidnapper’s sporting kindness
BBC correspondent Alan Johnston was abducted
in March 2007 in Palestine’s (lawless) Gaza
strip. He was the only international correspondent still working in Gaza. After five weeks an
unknown militant group claimed they had killed
him. In the same week, Christian, Muslim,
Jewish representatives and many journalist
gathered at St. Martin in the Fields, a well-known
London church, and Alan's sister, Katriona
Johnston, joined BBC Scotland staff for a vigil in
Glasgow.

Palestinian supporters of the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine hold posters of kidnapped BBC
correspondent Alan Johnston during a protest
demanding his release in Gaza City
Photograph PA Photos
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One day during his captivity, Alan was suddenly
told to leave his room and as he walked down a
corridor, he thought this was it. This was the end,
and that, finally, they were going to shoot him.
Then he thought no, they’re going to torture me.
He feared torture. He was taken to a room with a
television. The guard said he would like this. In
front of him was a football match: Scotland v
France. When Scotland scored, Alan jumped up
with delight, and nervously looked at the gunman, who smiled. It didn’t matter that the recorded game had been played many months earlier.
It was a magical, surreal moment. A moment
which showed that the milk of human kindness is
within us all and sometimes sport brings it out.
Unfortunately Alan never saw the second half as
another guard came in and took him away again.
Alan Johnson was finally released on 4 July,
after four terrifying months of captivity, but he’ll
always remember, fondly, that moment of sporting kindness.
“A moment which showed that the
milk of human kindness is within us all
and sometimes sport brings it out.”
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2008
He Junquan, the Quintessential
Sportsman, Beijing
He Junquan is an extraordinary athlete. Having
lost both of his arms in a frightening electrical
accident when he was three years old, he decided that he would develop some new skills and
become a world class swimmer.
He won a gold, a silver and a bronze medal for
China in the Sydney 2000 Paralympics. He then
went on to win four golds in Athens 2004. When
he arrived in Beijing 2008, many people were
just getting to know him. Those that did know
him, felt that even without arms he could win
gold. He has a focused look of steely determination in his eyes as he waits for the starter gun.

The favourite, He Junquan leaps for glory in the SM5
Final of the men’s 200m indvidual medley
Photograph Photoshot
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(who
He Junquan reguarly beats other swimmers (how
have arms) and was fancied as favourite for the
men’s 200m individual medley.
When he hit the water in Beijing’s Water Cube,
he swam brilliantly, passing many other swimmers who had arms.
His only way of stopping is by smacking his head
against the tiles at the end of the pool. He often
leaves the pool with a headache or a neck or
back injury. He must have done this thousands of
times during the intense training that swimmers
go through.
As he came to the finish and prepared to crash
head first into the tiles again, he slowed down
slightly to lessen the impact. Brazilian Daniel
Dias touched the wall first with an outstretched
hand. He Junquan was beaten.
Despite being pipped at the post, he revels in the
cut and thrust of top level competition. Despite
being beaten, Junquan is a real winner, his smile
says it all (see next page) as he congratulated
Brazil’s Dias who took the gold at the SM5 final
of men's 200m individual medley. Junquan took
silver.
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Despite being beaten, the quintessential sportsman Hu
Junquan’s smile says it all.
Photograph Photoshot

“Despite being beaten, Junquan is a real
winner, a true sportsman.
His smile says it all”
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Conclusion
& Invitation to visit
the
Great Moments of Sportsmanship Club
We are all capable of great deeds – whether in
front of 1 billion viewers or on a wet grey afternoon with one man and his dog watching a non
league game unfold. Those moments of the
extended hand shake, the embrace and the welcome pint of beer after the contest can mean as
much as the game itself.
The generosity of the human spirit, knows no
bounds. It lies dormant until tapped. But we live
in an age where gamesmanship, sledging,
diving, booing, spitting and psyching out the
opposition have become the accepted norm. You
can help to redress the balance by telling us your
own stories of great moments of sportsmanship
which you have experienced or heard about.
Post them to me Paul Smith at
www.GreatMomentsOfSportsmanship.com
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Ask other people for their stories. Post them too.
Let’s get these stories into the minds and hearts
of young players and coaches coming through
the ranks. Let’s get coaches, teachers, commentators and opinion formers exchanging stories
and encouraging sports people to be great
sportsmen and women.
Lastly, if you have any comments, corrections,
amendments, additions or challenges about any
of the stories – please post them to me at
www.TheGreatMomentsOfSportsmanship.com
Go online to the Great Moments Of
Sportsmanship Club - a web site where you tell
your story, read others, add comments, discuss
each others (and vote for your favourites) as well
as watching many of these great moments in
action.
www.GreatMomentsOfSportsmanship.com
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About the Author

Dubliner PR Smith lives in London. He played
rugby and football in St. Michael’s College,
Dublin, Hurling in Collaiste na Rinne, Waterford,
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A percentage of all profits from this book is
donated to three charities: The Stuart Mangan
Appeal, Right To Play and Clic Sargent - see
next page.
www.PRSmith.org
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Causes that this book supports
A percentage of all profits from the sale of this
book is donated to these three causes:
The Stuart Mangan Appeal
On Saturday April 5th 2008, a simple tackle in a
club rugby game in London left Stuart Mangan, a
graduate of Rockwell College and UCC aged just
24, with a devastating spinal injury. Stuart is
completely paralyzed from the neck down and
unable to breathe without a ventilator. Stuart will
require 24-hour medical care for the rest of his
life. www.StuartMangan.org
Right To Play
Right To Play is an humanitarian organization
that uses sport and play programs to improve
health, develop life skills, and foster peace for
children and communities in disadvantaged
areas. They train local community leaders as
Coaches 20+ countries affected by war, poverty, and disease in Africa, Asia and the Middle
East. www.RightToPlay.com
Clic Sargent
Clic Sargent Care for children and young people
with cancer and their families in hospital and the
community. When a child is diagnosed with cancer it can seem like normal life stops and a different journey begins. It’s a journey that tests
families physically, emotionally, socially and
financially. www.clicsargent.org
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“Inspirational and uplifting true stories. It’s a gem.”
Ireland & Lions rugby hero, Ollie Campbell

“True sporting stories with heart warming endings”
International athletics champion, Sonia O’Sullivan

“This book is wonderful.”

Ryder Cup golf hero, Paul McGinley

“This is a cracking book. Read it.”
Champion jockey, Richard Dunwoody

This unique collection of true short stories reveals how the
‘brotherhood’ of sport brings men and women together...
...even the most unlikely of ‘brothers’ including warring German and
British soldiers or, more recently, Iranian and US players; a heavyweight
boxer carries his old adversary’s coffin; football fans mourn another
club’s loss; an Englishman abandons his dream and saves a Frenchman’s
life; an Australian refuses temptation to make history to protect a past
hero; a Czech secretly gives his gold medal to an opponent through
to a Palestinian kidnapper who shares a moment of sporting kindness
with a western prisoner. This book captures these magical moments,
and many more, from sports and countries around the world.

If you like this book, you will love our
website, visit us at:
www.GreatMomentsOfSportsmanship.com
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